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REVIEW OF THE WEEK
The following tendencies have been observed over the period of November 10-16:


The main object of hate speech was National Movement, together with current
Government of Ukraine;



Turkophobia and Islamophobia was mainly observed in the media-union Obiektivi; the Newspaper Asaval-Dasavali and the in the online-portals Sakinformi and
geworld.ge;



Incitement of violence was observed in the media from the politicians, ecclesiastics
and from other respondents in the following Newspapers: Kviris Qronika, AsavalDasavali; Oline-Portal Sakinformi and Geworld.ge;



Homophobic statements were made in anti-Western context;



Media standards were violated in some of the media outlets while covering the
criminal act against the transgender.

HATE SPEECH
ASAVAL-DASAVALI,
10-16 NOVEMBER
DITO CHUBINIDZE, Journalist: “If
we had tried harder and if we had attacked in more organized manner those
masked traitors of Saakashvili, if we had
not listened to those political prostitutes,
even if we had lost maximum 100-200
Georgians on this battlefield, we would
have freed Georgia once and forever
from this Nazi sectarians. We would
have gotten rid of this rotten furuncle
that made our body and our nationality
to rot rapidly!”

GEWORLD.GE, 14 NOVEMBER
TENGIZ KUBLASHVILI, former member of the Supreme Council: “Let alone
the fact that the president [of Ukraine],
the Prime Minister, Vice President and all
the governors of the region are ethnic
Jews, they boast with their National discourse. All of them are cosmopolitans,
globalists and they detest Orthodoxy.
Moreover, they have some physical and
psychological inclinations. Pederasts and
the pedophiles are among them.
Continued on p.2
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HATE SPEECH
Continued from p. 1

For Georgians, it is quite habitual to have politicians with cleft lip, cleft palate and crossed
eyes. Also the politicians with speech disorder, prognathous chin, eyes moving side to sides
and sadists. Neither the politicians with sexual perversion, megalomania and persecution
mania is new for the Nats Politicians.”
http://www.geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6305&lang=ge

OBIEQTIVI, NIGHT STUDIO, 11 NOVEMBER
VIEWER: “I will not leave this place unless I revenge those damn stinking Nats.”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2450129

TURKOPHOBIA/ISLAMOPHOBIA
OBIEQTIVI, NIGHT STUDIO,
14 NOVEMBER

JABA KHUBUA, jour-

MAMUKA GIORGADZE, Peoples party:
“We are not particularly against the
mosques, but we are against the Turkish expansion.”
http://www.obieqtivi.net/tv1.php?id=19328

nalist: “Yes, Turkey,
which was our historical
enemy, for whatever
reason, has become a
“big friend” now, and the
only thing they do for us
is that they try their best
to annex Adjara!”

ASAVAL-DASAVALI,
10-16 NOVEMBER
JABA KHUBUA, journalist: “Yes, Turkey,
which was our historical enemy, for whatever reason, has become a “big friend” now,
and the only thing they do for us is that they
try their best to annex Adjara!
The current Prime Minister of Turkey –
Davutoğlu is the one, who had announced
while being the minister of Foreign Affairs
that he should restore the Ottoman Empire
that should include Adjara!”

SAKINFORMI, 11 NOVEMBER
AGASI ARABIANI, President of Javakhk
diaspora of Russia: “Do our citizens should
really be just waiting for it to happen, when
Turkey annexes Adjara under the excuse

of “Kars Agreement”, then they occupy the
Samtskhe-Javakheti region with the purpose
of protecting the energy pipes crossing the
territory?!.”
http://bit.ly/1A5DgPm

GEWORLD.GE, 14 NOVEMBER
GRIGOL SICHINAVA, writer: “There is a
saying - “devils take over the unprotected
places”. Turkey is planning to occupy Adjara
and they are not hiding it. The intelligence of
this large Muslim country has started working actively in this direction. Georgian Muslims are ready to go for this; construction of
Mosques on the Georgian territories is just a
preparatory activities for Adjara annexation.”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6304

GEWORLD.GE, 12 NOVEMBER
MURAZ NAGIEVI, Christian-Muslim
friendship of world Nations: “Today the
issue of Adjara is a very serious problem,
Batumi is formally ours, but it does not belong to Georgia anymore.
Turks are building hotels here and they recieve local citizenship. Tariel Nakaidze who
works in Adjara
Continued on p.3
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TURKOPHOBIA/ISLAMOPHOBIA
Continued from p. 2

has close connections with Turkish foreign intelligence service (I doubt he is in contact with
other countries too). He is instructed to instigate some kind of religious incidents that will contradict the intentions of the Orthodox people.”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6289

GEWORLD.GE, 14 NOVEMBER
TENGIZ KUBLASHVILI, former member of the Supreme Court: “Can Muslim northern
Caucasians bring us back Abkhazia or Shida Kartli? Or maybe the Arabian world, Wahhabis
and some other religious groups can save us? Do you really think that the Turkey, our historical
“Friend” can lend us a helping hand?
If Russia weakens or breaks downs, Georgia will become an arena for Muslim raids; if someone
does not accept Islam or does not betray his nationality will be killed, or will be sold (Beautiful
girls and women have better chances for survival, they might as well become first wives of some
influential terrorists.”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6305

XENOPHOBIA
GEWORLD.GE, 14 NOVEMBER

the issue of “existence” of 365 Armenian
churches, as if they were “taken away” by us.

GIORGIO SICHINAVA, writer: “Why did

They want to repossess them along with sur-

we leave Saingilo to Azerbaijan? why are we so

rounding land. This amount of churches to-

silent about Armenian aggression?..

gether with their lands can cover half of Georgia. Unlike those Dashnaks, Armenian

Armenians have started to search for their “lost

Church has decided to appropriate Georgian

territories” in Georgia. Once again, they raised

lands with a new “peaceful” method.”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6304

UNJUSTIFIED INDICATION OF ETHNIC IDENTITY
REZONANSI, 12 NOVEMBER
EKATERINE BESELIA, journalist: “Two people were beaten: the Georgian Nodar Chachiashvili – who had an operation in Telavi hospital and currently is medicating at home, and also
Jokola Achiashvili who is ethnic Kist.”

TABULA, FOCUS, 10 NOVEMBER
IRAKLI KIKNAVELIDZE, Anchor: “Confrontations in Akhemta. Ethnic Kists and Ethnic
Georgians went into conflict twice since yesterday.”
JOURNALIST: “There were number of clashes between ethnic Kists and Ethnic Georgians.”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2452940
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LAND PROPERTY DISPUTE
INTERPRESNEWS, 14 NOVEMBER
The news about Georgian population hindering the Indians to cultivate the land in
the village of Zehguleti in Gori region, presents only the position of local population
and local government representatives. The position of landowner Indians is not provided.
http://www.interpressnews.ge/ge/regioni/305014-zeghdulethis-mosakhleoba-indoethis-moqalaqeebzemitsis-gaskhvisebas-aprotestebs.html?ar=A

ANTIWESTERN SENTIMENTS
KVIRIS QRONIKA,
10-16 NOVEMBER
NINO BURJANADZE, Democratic
Movement-United Georgia: “If you
are the slave of the West, go ahead and
protect the rights of your people, but if
you are not the slave of the West and
you discuss the interests of your Government, with pro-Russian stigma imposed, does it necessarily mean that
you should go to prison to rot, or must
be killed? Is not this a problematic issue?... I think those statements in support of National Movement is already
too much to bear.”

ASAVAL-DASAVALI,
10-16 NOVEMBER
GIA BURJANADZE, Burjanadze –
United Democrats: “I think Americans
have started a big game, they have involved other pro-American powers and
their aim it to create some kind of disaster in Georgia.”

MAESTRO, MAESTORS 9’OCLOCK NEWS, 11 NOVEMBER
KAKHA KUKAVA, Free Georgia:
“In Soviet times, if you wanted to become the First Central Committee Secretary, you should have paid a visit to
Kremlin should have informed them
that current First Secretary is not being

loyal. Same as today… why do Bidzina
Ivanishvili and Misha Saakashvili pay
twenty and forty millions for American
lobbyists? What matters is to convince
Washington, nobody cares for Kukava,
Jijilashvili or the voters …”
http://www.myvideo.ge/?video_id=2449946

REPORTIORI, 14 NOVEMBER
BASIL MKALAVISVHILI, priest:
“Saakashvili planned to attack the church
in Shavnabada Residence… they [Vano
Merabisvhili, Zurab Adeishvili, Bokeria
and Akhalaias] were instructed to raid our
church so brutally, that whole world could
have seen it. In the evening Saakashvili,
George Soros and some other gay Congressmen (By the way they got married
later) were observing this barbarian raid of
the church and my imprisonment from one
of the American restaurants.”
http://www.reportiori.ge/?menuid=3&id=45153

ALIA, 14-17 NOVEMBER
BASIL MKALAVISVHILI, priest: ”Our
country is governed from America, with
the help of the ambassador Norrland. We
can do without him. The part of American
evil plan is to turn our youth into zombies.
Continued on p.5
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ANTIWESTERN SENTIMENTS
Continued from p. 4

For this reason, they are taking the students who graduate
with honor to America for
free. They transform them
there, then they come back to
Georgia, they form some kind
of NGOs that will support the
US policy. This is how
“Liberty Institute” was
formed and the same is happening now. They are against
the Orthodoxy; this is the part
of world Mason dream – to
eliminate the Orthodoxy.”

GEWORLD.GE,
13 NOVEMBER
TAMAZ JAPHOSHVILI,
The chairmen of I. Stalin
Foundation; Givi Berdzenishvili, Engineer, Academics

Western civilization has destroyed their culture; it has
turned against their soul and
the God. Mamonism, Sodomism, clearly they are lost.”

Europe that was portrayed
by the previous government!”

http://www.geworld.ge/View.php?
ArtId=6301

12 NOVEMBER

KVIRIS QRONIKA,
10-16 NOVEMBER
DEMUR GIORKHELIDZE,
Expert: “I can assure you that
the ambassadors from the
West have made number of
mistakes, everyone knows
what is the attitude of Georgian people towards them…
For whatever reason, everyone wants to come to Georgia
and teach a lesson to our government. When there is an
investigation in progress they
always try to influence it.”

and writer: “Europe is left
without any religion, to be
more precise there is a great
ideological fight against the
God. Marrying two men in
the church - same-sex marriage is such a debauchery,
that even in Sodom and Gomorrah could not have happened“… the Antichrist globalists covertly fight against
Jesus, but openly fight against
Stalin, who was the most
Christian leader of all times,
as if he was a tyrant and did
not know why he was killing
people…

GEWORLD.GE,

JABA JVANIA, Author:
“On June 27, the government of “Kots’s”[Georgian
Dream] finalized historical
bluff, they have signed the
Association Agreement with
European Union. Georgia
got itself into a big trouble
with this step. To be brief,
west oriented liberals have
fulfilled their sacred mission,
they have torn the country
away from its historic roots
and have transferred it to the
virtual “Euro-rule.”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?
ArtId=6291

ASAVAL-DASAVALI,
10-16 NOVEMBER

KVIRIS QRONIKA,
10-16 NOVEMBER

NANA DEVDARIANI,
Global Research Center:
“King Erekle II knew perfectly well what was going on
in the West, and we are supposed to “go back” there?..

GIORGI JIKIASHVILI,
Journalist:”Soros and his
“Soros cocks” are in the list
of people with anti-Georgian
ideology. Moreover, this

More than million people
went out on the streets not to
allow gay couples to adopt
children. The real manly man

group of vicious people is the

Allen Delon was supporting
the demonstration! Do we
want this kind of Europe? No
we don’t want that kind of

out the painful history of

face of evil, unbelievable disaster, unlike any misfortune
that has happened throughGeorgia...
Continued on p. 6
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ANTIWESTERN SENTIMENTS
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Yes, Saakashvili and his criminal com-

towards the evening, it was planned to
turn into an Arab spring!”
http://bit.ly/1zmtXKx

panions have a green light to create a
bloodshed. They know that some
Norlands and Bildts will always endorse their actions…”

SAKINFORMI, 14 NOVEMBER
“First divide, than destroy. They have
completely redesigned the Orthodox coun-

SAKINFORMI, 14 NOVEMBER

try Greece, the way they had imagined it.
Therefore, they have started to “tighten

SAKINFORMI: “Anti Christ means

their loop” around Russia. They have

the replacement of the Christ. Every-

granted the territories of Samachablo and

thing from Christ is being replaced by

so called “Upper Abkhazia” to Russia,

Antichrist. “Black” should turn into

they have freed territories for NATO,

“white”, “evil to “kindness”, ”women

where so called “military training bases”

to men” and vice versa! If we pay close

should be deployed, as stated by Alasania.

attention to it, we will see that in all the

With this loop, they are trying to surround

countries, where people speak about

Russia. Moreover all the natural resources

Christianity, nobody ever mentions the

will end up in the hands of USA.”

Orthodoxy. This makes me think that

http://saqinform.ge/index.php?

all this processes are meant to “tighten

option=com_content&view=article&id=21299:2014-

the loop” around the Orthodoxy, that

11-14-08-32-45&catid=100

is the cornerstone of the religion
(Earlier all the people had just “One
Christianity”).

GEWORLD.GE, 14 NOVEMBER

P.S. George Soros is coming to Georgia
tomorrow...

TENGIZ KUBLASHVILI, Member of

http://saqinform.ge/index.php?

Supreme Council: “Those countries that

option=com_content&view=article&id=21297:2014-1114-08-30-55&catid=100

have chosen their way towards Europe
and esteem to Integrate in NATO, have

SAKINFORMI, 10 NOVEMBER

lost their territories, they have debts up to
billions, their economy is destroyed and

ARNO KHIDIRBEGISHVILI, saqin-

the massive migration of the population

formi: “USA has activated the com-

due to the unemployment have reached its

bined version of the Government turn-

catastrophic limits.”

over: According to the plan “Naz
Movement” was supposed to start
“Maidan” at 16:00 on November 15,

http://www.geworld.ge/View.php?
ArtId=6305&lang=ge

Continued on p.7
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ANTIWESTERN SENTIMENTS
GEWORLD.GE, 14 NOVEMBER
GIORGI SICHINAVA, writer: “Why
do “our friends” Europe and USA are
planting the immorality in our society?
Why are they fighting against our traditions and Orthodoxy? Those are the pillars
of our national individuality.
They could not resist the real Christianity
in the West, they could not cope with the
passions of this world and they have adjusted their religion to their lives that results into harming their body and soul. Are
we also going on this way?
We will not support their propaganda that
was masked with the “Protection of Sexual
Minority Rights.”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6304

ASAVAL-DASAVALI,
10-16 NOVEMBER

since Georgia is heading to NATO integration, gays will also want to put on fancy
dresses and lesbians will put on trousers in
our army!
Imagine what will happen, if the government of Gharibashvili does not allow anyone like LGBT Vacharadze to put on khaki
dresses. What will be the reaction of other
“Liberasts” and the rest of similar organs.”

SAKINFORMI, 13 NOVEMBER
SAKINFORMI: “The photos display the
people of unidentified sexual orientation.
Those Valkyries from NATO should be
the men dressed in woman’s clothes. This
is how debauchery is being popularized;
this is how they assure the society that

Title: “NATO brought happiness to lesbian and gay soldiers!”
GIORGI GIGAURI, Journalist: “Sooner
or later “LGBT people” may demand to
serve in the Georgian army,

these kinds of decisions are adequate.”
http://saqinform.ge/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=21286:201411-13-09-38-29&catid=109:

HOMOPHOBIA
ALIA, 14-17 NOVEMBER
BASIL MKALAVISHVILI, Priest: “God save us from the pederasty, same-sex marriages and other immoralities, God bless you! “

ASAVAL-DASAVALI, 10-16 NOVEMBER
GIORGI GIGAURI, Journalist: “…Absolutely, thanks to Maia Panjikidze, Georgia
has become famous in Europe, not with the heavenly miraculous polyphony “Chakrulo”
that was sent to cosmos, but it became famous with the tunes that was produced by the
pressure of gay Kintos’s backs!”

UNJUSTIFIED INDICATION OF SEXUAL IDENTITY
ASAVAL-DASAVALI, NOVEMBER 10-16
DITO CHUBINIDZE, journalist: “As Mr. Rezo Amashukeli once told me that
during the meeting of “Dermokrats” gender balance was ensured, since the sisters
Berdzenishvilis [Levan and David Berdzenishvilis, MPs] were present.”

GEWORLD.GE, 13 NOVEMBER
TITLE: „Ideal couple – homosexual Sauer and the Lesbian Merkel”
http://geworld.ge/View.php?ArtId=6303

MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE CRIMINAL ACT RELATED TO
TRANSGENDER
IMEDI, IMEDIS KVIRA,
16 NOVEMBER

KVIRIS PALITRA.GE,
11 NOVEMBER

The program “Imedis Kvira” prepared

The Journalist from newspaper “Kviris

a story about the murder of transgender

Palitra” posed a discriminative question

Sabi. According to the official version
of the investigation, the motive of the

to the neighbor of the murdered. The
title emphasized the sexual orientation of
the victim.

murder was unpaid debt. The story covering criminal case rdepicted earlier

TITLE: "Murder on Pekini Street. – “He

video footage about the sexual orienta-

always used to walk around in women’s

tion of the murdered groundlessly. Following unrelated quote was included: “I
have internal battle it was very difficult,
I overcame my fair, I do like men.”
This video was followed by the shots
from the trial of the accused. This may
create an inadequate impression about
the motives of the murder.

clothes; we have never ever seen him in
trousers”.

ETER ERADZE, Journalist
[Addressing to neighbor]: According to
the information disseminated, this men
was a transgender, could this have been
the reason for the aggression towards
him from the neighbors?”

http://www.kvirispalitra.ge/justice/23295mkvleloba-pekinze-qsul-qalis-tansacmlith-dadiodamagis-tanze-sharvali-ar-gvinakhavsq.html
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